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THE TRANSLATION OF ARTICLES "A/AN"
AND "THE" INTO INDONESIAN
ABSTRAK
Many novice translators  face the dif iculties to translate articles "a/an" and "the".
This research was conducted to answer the question: What are the translations of
articles "a/an" and "the" into Indonesian? The aims of the research are to  find out
the translations of articles "a/an" and "the". The source of the data is "The 8 '
Habit"by Covey, Stephen R and its translation version "Kebiasaan Kedelapan"by
Brata, Wandi S and Isa Zein. This research uses a qualitative method. In this case,
the researcher collected, classified, identified the data concerning with the translation
of articles "a/an" and "the". Then, the researcher calculated the percentage of the
categorizations of the translation of articles "a/an" and "the". The result of the
research show that there are two categories of translating articles "a/an" and
"the"
,
 namely "translated and untranslated". Article "a/an" is translated into
seorang, sebuah, semacam, sesuatu, seseorang, satu, sebagai, suatu, and the rest
are not translated. Article "the" is translated into nya, tersebut, itu, ini, kita, yang,
di sana, di sini, di situ, sang, and untranslated.
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INRODUCTION
In translating English into Indonesian,
there are some problems that a translator
has to face. One of them is the difference
in grammatical structure in SL and TL
such as how to translate the articles "a/an"
and "the" into Indonesian. In case of the
translating articles "a/an" and "the", the
writer encounter problems how to translate
them well.
In this research, the researcher tries
to find out the translation of the articles
"a/an" and "the" into Indonesian. In fact,
there are so many adjustment or shifts in
translating them. For examples, the
translator translated the article "a/an" into:
"
seorang
"
,
 
"sebuah"
.
 
"
suatu
"
,
 
"sebagai,
"
satu
"
 and "nil translation"; and the article
"the" into: "nya", "tersebut", "itu", "ini",
"
sang
"
,
 
"
yang
"
,
 
"si"
,
 
"di sana", "di sini;,,
and "nil translation"
.
 That is why this topic
is very interesting to be discussed.
Because of that consideration, the
researcher chooses "The Translation of
Articles "A/An" and "The" into Indonesian
as the title of the research. The researcher
chooses the book 'The 8{h Habit"  by Covey,
Stephen R and its translated version
"Kebiasaan Kedelapan"by Brata, Wandi
S and Isa Zein. The reason 1 choose this
book as the source of the data for my
research because this book consists of
many articles "A/An" and "The".
According to Carford,s book, A
Linguistic Theory of Translation (1965:1)
sees that translation as an operation
performed on languages: a process of
substituting a text in one language for a
text in another. Based on Larson (1984:3),
translation is basically a change of form.
When we speak of the form of a language,
we are referring to the actual words,
phrases, clauses, sentences, paragraph etc.,
which are spoken/written. Nida in
Widyamartaya (1989:11) defines
translation consists in reproducing in the
receptor language the closest natural
equivalence of the SL message, first in
terms of meaning and secondly in terms
of style. Meanwhile based on Newmark
in Machali (2000:5) gives definition of
translation as follows: "Rendering the
meaning of a text into another language
in the way that the author intended the
text." From the theories above, that in
translation, we can change the form of a
text from one language (SL) to another
language (TL), but we must keep the
meaning that is intended by the author.
Therefore, in the translation the meaning
is important to keep constantly rather than
the form. In Translation from one language
into another language, we also transform
one language into another language that
is called Transformation Theory. In truth,
it is occurred the transformation of
structure and semantics when we
transform the meaning from one language
to another language.
According to Hasibuan, Sofia Rangkuti
in Terjemahan dan Kaitannya dengan
Tata Bahasa Inggris (1991:113-120), there
are four kinds of Transformation theory,
i
.e are theory of edition, theory of deletion,
paraphrase, and structural change. Since
only theory of addition and theory of
deletion that have relation to the research,
the researcher will only explain about the
theory of addition and theory of deletion.
Theory of Addition emphasizes an addition
of the aim of the translation. This addition
occurs because accuracy of meaning
consideration. Addition of word in TL is
needed because of structure and it is
necessary.
Examples: 1. Itu buku
It is a book
2
.
 Sebaliknya
On the contrary
Theory of Deletion means omission of
an element in the TL structure and it is a
must to reproduce an appropriate structure
of the TL (Hasibuan, Sofia Rangkuti
1991:113-120). Furthermore, Newmark
(1981:149) states that theoretically, the
translator has to account for every portion
and aspect of cognitive and pragmatic
sense in the SL text. However, a translator
is justified in pruning or eliminating
redundancy provided it is not used for
emphasis.
In addition, Widyamartaya (1989:46-
48), states that indefinite (a/an) and
definite articles (the) are not always
translated.
Examples:
1
.
 A dog is an intelligent animal
= Anjing binatang yang cerdas
Article "a" is not translated
2
.
 Some of the man
= Dari mereka ada yang
Article "the" in that sentence is not
translated
In Indonesian, definite article (the) is
not a must. Moreover, much of the time
definite article should not be used if the
context is already clear.
English Articles
According to Krohn, Robert (1971:54), the
words "a/an" and "the" are called articles.
In general, we use"a/an" (the indefinite
article) when an unidentified specimen is
introduced, and we use "the" (the definite
article) when the noun which follows
names an identified specimen: that is,
when we believe that the hearer knows
which person, place, or thing the noun
refers to.
Indonesian Articles
According to Kamus Besar Bahasa
Indonesia, article is a word that has
function to change a word into noun. Kinds
of Indonesian articles are "si, sang, para,
bang, yang, nya, ini, itu,suatu, seorang,
sebuah"
.
For examples:
Si kancil
Sang kekasih
Yang elok
Meanwhile, based on Sudjarwo and
Sukardi (2005:15), there three categories
of articles.
1). Singular meaning: "sang, sri, dang,
hang". It is used to pay honor to
someone or a unique thing. For
examples:
Kehadiran Sang juara disambut dengan
meriah.
Sang Saka Merah Putih berkibar
dengan gagahnya.
2). Plural meaning: "para".To mention a
group of men who have same
characteristic activities or position. For
example:
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